Thank you for effectively managing all aspects of the Northwest Chapter programs, such as the Data Science Varsity, zByte Hackathon, and many others. You have played a critical role in securing partnerships with Oregon State University, University of Portland, and University of Oregon, demonstrating strong communication, and relationship-building skills.

Sonali Pagade
Thank you for successfully recruiting the executive host and helping plan logistics for the Executive Talk series track.

Mallika Haridas
Thank you for exemplifying outstanding leadership and technical expertise in guiding students through challenging projects like Data Science Varsity and zByte Hackathons, resulting in significant skill development and career advancement opportunities for 28 student participants from reputed Oregon universities.
Thank you for dynamically leading the Northwest chapter skill-up program outreach efforts, ensuring maximum reach and engagement from the student population. And, pioneering the creation of the Women in Big Data student club at Oregon State University, providing mentorship and support for students pursuing careers in Big Data, AI, Web3 and Blockchain.
Thank you for spearheading successful marketing initiatives for Northwest Chapter programs, demonstrably driving increased participation and engagement.

Mrinalini Thakur
Thank you for pioneering and leading the Executive Talk series track for the Northwest chapter, elevating Women in Big Data visibility and establishing it as a platform for knowledge exchange, sharing the experiences and industry insights.

Pradnya Patil
Thank you for helping with Northwest Chapter Marketing activities and zByte Hackathon program.

Srinithi Dhana
Thank you for taking the lead in developing the Northwest chapter’s first in-person all-day AI technical conference scheduled for mid-2024.

Shweta Malik
Jialing has been recognized as the MVP of the Year for her outstanding contributions to the SoCal chapter. Taking on the role of Director of Marketing, she has demonstrated exceptional leadership by introducing innovative ideas and initiatives that look to significantly strengthened and expand our community.
Viviana Alba

Viviana has earned the title of Rookie of the Year for her remarkable dedication and initiative as the newest member of our SoCal chapter. In a short span, she has demonstrated her commitment by actively contributing to various aspects, including creating eye-catching flyers and actively working towards boosting our member count.
Big thanks to Eliana for her outstanding leadership, meticulous planning, financial acumen, and unwavering support throughout WiBD's inaugural hackathon program with zbyte. Eliana's initiative, influence and connection with zbyte leadership made this endeavor possible. Grateful for her pivotal role in making it a success!
The career transition panel discussion hosted by WiBD Bay Area was driven by Marilena. Our goals could not have been achieved without her support, and her commitment and dedication are greatly appreciated. I would like to express my sincere appreciation and gratitude to an outstanding volunteer.
Rupa Gangatirker

Rupa is an integral member of the WiBD Bay area chapter and a core contributor. In this past year, she spearheaded our technical talk series, and we held two highly successful events. She also led the Data Science Olympian program which was a huge success again this year. It is truly inspiring to see her selfless actions and dedication to making a difference.
Emiko Sano

Emiko is one of the core members of the WiBD Bay area chapter. Over the course of the year, she played an active role in a variety of events. Her recent Responsible AI Panel in person event in SFO was a great success. Her actions serve as a shining example for all of us, reminding us of the importance of giving back to our community.
Srabasti Banerjee

Srabasti played a huge role in the Data Science Olympian program. She was ready to pitch in whenever the program needed help and was committed to the program. Her willingness to lend a helping hand, regardless of the circumstances, is truly admirable. We would like to thank you for being an exceptional volunteer and for making a difference.
Anat always takes time to help at events organized by the WiDB Bay area chapter and uses any opportunity that comes her way to make a difference. She has shown great dedication and commitment in all her endeavors. Thank you Anat for being a core member and for your active participation and help.